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Abstract

Despite the high quality reached by today’s CG tree generators, there exists no realistic model for generating the appearance of bark: simple texture maps are generally used, showing obvious flaws if the tree is not entirely painted by an artist. Beyond modeling the appearance of bark, difficulties lies in adapting the bark features to the age of each branch, ensuring continuity between adjacent parts of the tree, and possibly ensuring continuity through time.

We propose a model of bark generation which produces either geometry or texture, and is dedicated to the widespread family of fracture–based bark. Given that the tree growth is mostly on its circumference, we consider circular strips of bark on which fractures can appear, propagate these fractures to the other strips, and enlarge them with time. Our semi–empirical model runs in interactive time, and allows automatic or influenced bark generation with parameters that are intuitive for the artist. Moreover we can simulate many different instances of the same bark family. In the paper, our generated bark is compared (favourably) to real bark.

Keywords: Natural Phenomena, Texture Synthesis, Physically Based Modeling, Tree Rendering.

1. Introduction

Numerous empirical or botany–inspired tools allow the creation of very realistic tree models 2, 6, 8, 20, and are used for visual effects or impact studies. Recent papers also deal with: ecosystem simulation 7; influence of lighting conditions 23; and algorithms dedicated to the rendering of forests 20, 23, 24, 37, 32, 31. On the other hand, the close–up view is not handled at all: automatic tools use tilable textures to represent the bark, which give unrealistic results on trees (i.e. no continuity at branching, no control of the features, and stretching depending of the branch size). To get good–quality results, special effects artists have to paint the whole surface 10, or have to combine multiple dedicated maps 34 which is a long and tedious task.

These models could be adequate for distant views, but their poor quality becomes obvious when the viewpoint is close to the tree (e.g. namely, closer than a dozen meters). There is a real need in today’s applications — such video games, special effects, and landscape management — for a bark model that supports close viewpoints.

Bark is the result of tree growth: The wood dividing tissue (the phellogen) is a few millimeters to a few centimeters
inside the trunk or branch, producing fresh wood toward the inside and fresh bark toward the outside. Thus the outside layers (i.e. the visible bark) are older than the inside ones. This yields a strong tangential tension resulting in fractures, tears, and others similar mechanical wounds. See Figure 2.

Figure 1: Fracture–based bark of various tree species (real images).

Figure 2: Slices of trunk of various species, showing the fractured bark.

To be useful, a bark model should be automatic enough to handle most of the tedious work, but should also allow the artist to control the appearance of the resulting bark. It is not reasonable to develop a completely accurate physical bark simulator, since the number of parameters involved in the underlying biological and mechanical phenomena is enormous. Besides, a completely accurate simulator wouldn’t be helpful for the intuitive tuning of the appearance, and a finite element mechanical simulation would lack the interactivity the user needs to tune the parameters.

Our method is physical, empirical, and textural: we rely on crack simulation; we take advantage of bark–related a priori knowledge; and we use textures to dress the inside and outside of fractures with details. Our method is based on two complementary evolving structures: circular strips of bark (i.e. transverse to the branch or trunk), and axial cracks (i.e. parallel to the branch or trunk). We simulate in one dimension (1D) the fracture creation and enlargement caused by the tension along a strip, and we simulate in the orthogonal direction the propagation of fractures, which is the only coupling between strips. This scheme is based on the assumption that growth is oriented and that the fracturing bark layer has no influence on the growth “force field”, which are valid assumptions for trees.

Once we know the location and width of fractures, we move apart the epidermis on each side of the fracture, keeping their textures attached, and we introduce a piece of fracture texture between the two edges of the fracture. Depending on the needs of the application, we can either insert the fracture geometry into the tree mesh, or we can generate a flat bark texture. This model of fracture is continuous in time (because of its manner of construction) which allows us to visualize the growth of a tree.

An important point is that our 1D strips are geometrical, rather than textural. This prevents distortion and discontinuities within fractures, two very common flaws that occur with texturing techniques. However, it happens that — contrary to intuition — real bark doesn’t show a total continuity of the feature at the branching areas, so our continuity constraints are only partial.

The contributions of the paper are:
- the first complete model of bark synthesis (to our knowledge) whose main visual features are continuous in both space and time. It generates either texture or geometry, and allows both interactive or automatic generation.
- a partly decoupled scheme allowing the efficient simulation of mechanics, which is extendible to other applications.
- the use of 1D textural space to exploit partial parameterization without suffering the flaws of a 2D mapping.

The paper is structured as follows: We review in Section 2 the existing work related to texture synthesis, bark and simulation of cracks. We describe the basis of our technique (i.e. flat bark) in Section 3, and we show the corresponding results in 4. Then we extend this model to mappable bark in Section 5, and show the results in 6. We conclude in Section 7.

2. Previous Work

Work on textures

Only classical mapped textures (color, bump, displacement) have been used to handle bark (see next paragraph). Procedural and precomputed textures have not been used to simulate the appearance of bark, despite the fact that these techniques are able to avoid distortions. Problems arise because:

- the bark features are not local (fault lines can be very long);
- conservative laws should apply (the length of the original epidermis in a section is constant);
- appearance varies with the age of the branches, but continuity must exist between branches of difference ages.

Procedural textures, such as Perlin noise, can easily handle non–locality (as for veins in marble) and adaptability, but they cannot guarantee any conservative law. Moreover, orienting the features requires a parameterization, and special “events” such as knots cannot easily be taken into account.

Texture resynthesis on the surface, such as Turk proposes, is able to reproduce the non–locality and the conservative property (as much as is contained in the reference images). But this family of methods cannot easily handle a progressive change in the parameters (to account for the age
of the branch), does not provide control to the artist, and
does not allow an interactive tuning of the parameters. More-
over, changes through time are not handled at all. The image
quilting approach of Efros and Freeman brings some user
control and can handle transitions, but adapting it to three
dimensions (and possibly to resynthesis) is not trivial. Fur-
thermore, its method of transition handling does not permit
it to manage a continuous variations of parameters (except if
the whole tree texture is already available).

Work on bark
Two kinds of work exist in this area: static dressing us-
ing textures (i.e. adding details to the geometry using alter-
native representations, such as textures), and simulation.
With static dressing, the main issue is the surface parame-
terization: variations of the diameter cause distortions, and
branching causes discontinuities. Bloomenthal uses an
X–ray image of a bark sample to create a bump–map texture.
He defined a parameterization of branchings using splines,
which did a nice job despite not totally solving the discon-
tinuity and distortion problems. Maritaud et al. used dis-
placement maps and proposed a simpler parameterization of
branchings. Hart and Baker rely on the parameterization of
blended implicit cones. In industry, two classical approaches
are direct painting on the surface and blending of multi-
ple maps (overused in the making of “A Bugs Life,” as de-
tailed in 34).

The second family of approaches, such the one proposed
by Federl and Prusinkiewicz, rely on mass–spring net-
works mapped onto the tree surface, where the springs break
beyond a constraint threshold. Hirota et al. use a multi-
layer mass–spring network, extending to bark their paper on
fractures. Both methods provide textures with small–scale
fractures, but cannot represent open fractures. Moreover, they
require a huge number of springs to get interesting results,
as details are only created by the simulation.

Work on cracks in Computer Graphics
Several recent papers in Computer Graphics deal with
the simulation of cracks. Terzopoulos et al. introduced an
early representation of fractures together with a model of
elastic, plastic, and visco–elastic continuous material. Frac-
tures are represented as discontinuities in the model. Norton
et al. proposed an approach to represent solid objects as
cubes linked by springs. In the same spirit, Smith et al.
propose a method relying on the tetrahedrization of solid ob-
jects. In both of these works, the cracks follow the element
boundaries, thus requiring a very high resolution to make
this bias invisible. Muller et al. extended the principle to
real–time simulation, building fractures at impact events and
simulating rigid objects the rest of the time. As in previous
methods, fractures have to follow tetrahedron faces. In this
case, the resolution cannot be increased without losing real–
time computation, so the bias is very visible in the results.
O’Brien and Hodgins rely on finite elements to determine
the origin and direction of cracks. This gives very nice re-
sults at the price of a huge computational cost, since a very
small time step has to be used. Neff et al. used a pro-
cedural model of brittle fracture pattern to break a window
and simulate its shattering under the effect of a blast wave.
The procedural model of fracturation avoid the huge computa-
tional cost of a physical simulation. However, it was only
proposed for a flat object.

Note that these works are of interest concerning the ap-
pearance of cracks, but they do not model the interaction of
a fractured bark layer with the substrate as it occurs in and
around the fractures in the bark.

The physics of fractures
A break occurs in a material when the internal constraints ex-
ceed a strength threshold. The molecular link is then broken
and a crack starts. It propagates orthogonally to the direction
of maximal stress, as long as the system doesn’t come back
to a steady state. Imperfections in the material have a strong
influence on its fracture behavior. Two kind of fracture can
be distinguished:

- The fragile fracture needs little energy and propagates
  quickly in the material. It usually results in the breaking
  of the object. Its study is the mechanics of elastic fracture
  (see 4, L 35 for more details on this topic).
- The ductile fracture shows a plastic deformation area at
  the propagation ends. The energy dissipates into deforma-
tion, thus damping the fracture.

The two forms of fractures are linked: A ductile material can
show fragile fractures in cases of intense and short stress.

Two approaches exist to model the fracture of elastic ma-
terials. The Inglis approach is based on strain, and aims to
evaluate the stress intensity at the fracture ends. The strain is
a function of the fracture length–to–width ratio. The Griffith
approach defines the fracture limit condition as the time
when the fracture increases under equilibrium: A fault in
a stressed layer increases when enough potential energy is
stored to allow the creation of the new surfaces. The study
of ductile fractures is difficult and not in the scope of this
paper, so won’t be reviewed here.

3. Our Base Representation
As we stated in the Introduction, physical simulation of bark
is not reasonable due to the complexity of the material and
the variations of its parameters. Our approach consists of
characterizing the phenomenological properties of bark, and
simulating a simpler material having the same visual char-
acteristics. We study the characteristics of the appearance in
Section 3.1, which provides us with the hypothesis used in
our model. We explain the basis of our model in Section 3.2,
and we describe how to dress it in Section 3.3. We extend this
model in Section 5 in order to take into account the sticking
to the substrate, the heterogeneous growth, and the mapping
on a tree (including branchings).
3.1. Case Study and Hypothesis

The study of trees provides the following observations:
- the original epidermis is conserved;
- large, similar-looking fractures result from tree growth;
- the bark layer is affected by tree growth, but has no retroactive effect on it;
- the growth is strongly oriented (radially), as are the fractures (longitudinally);
- the material is elastic in the short term (thus fracturing occurs), and plastic at long term (thus no tension remains and the state is always at equilibrium);
- fractures influence each other (see Figure 4);
- small strips appear between close fractures (see Figure 4);
- fractures are torn-open wounds whose edges can have various appearances;
- several scales of fractures can exist (e.g. in some species the surface of old fractures can behave like epidermis).

This drives the choices of our model:
- we consider longitudinal slices of bark that are orthogonally crossed by fractures;
- we suppose that the epidermal portions in this slice are quasi-rigid;
- we assume an elastic mode of material fracture;
- we simulate a quasi-static state: The material is affected by series of instantaneous small fractures growing, between which the material is at equilibrium.

![Figure 3: The aspects of our fracture simulator. All parameters that can be controlled by the user are shown in bold.](image)

![Figure 4: Fractures tend to interlace (real images).](image)

3.2. Our Bark Model

3.2.1. Model of Fractures

Three phenomena occur in our material:
- the appearance of new cracks in the bark;
- the propagation of cracks;
- the opening of existing fractures.

Our purpose is to simulate these three phenomena using either physical or phenomenological behavioral laws, while keeping controls for the user. Figure 3 provides a synopsis of our fracture simulation, which we detail in the following paragraphs. The algorithm is given in Figure 8 and results are shown in Figure 10.

3.2.2. Model of Material

As stated in the Introduction, we model the bark with a set of strips parallel to the growing direction as shown in Figure 5. A strip consists of a set of alternating elements: original epidermal elements and fracture elements. The epidermal elements are quasi-rigid, while the fracture elements are soft. When the bark breaks at a given location, we introduce a new fracture element between the tear edges. This splits the fracturing epidermal element into two parts. Since the fractures propagate through strips, the resulting tears (formed by the set of fracture elements) will be orthogonal to the growing direction.

The next growing steps will result in the widening of the soft fracture element. Since the release of the stress is partial (and local, in the model extension of Section 5) the bark may break again in an adjacent strip.

![Figure 5: Left: Characteristics of a tear. Right: Strips model.](image)

Bark stiffness: According to Hooke’s law, an elastic element of stiffness $K$ affected by a lengthening $e$ yields a strain $F = Ke$. But one has to distinguish the material stiffness and the element stiffness: an element of rest length $l_0$ made of a material of stiffness $R$ shows a global stiffness $K = \frac{R}{l_0}$. When an element is split, the stiffness of each part has to be evaluated as indicated in Figure 6.
Fracture stiffness: The previous behavior is true for the solid bark, but the fracture element is not a real material and do not obey this law: Its stiffness is linked to the quality of the connection to the substrate and to the shape of the fracture.

We assume the bark’s evolution is quasi–static, so the strip has to be at equilibrium: At each time step, the following system of equations representing the strips has to be solved:

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall i \in [0,N], \quad K_i e_i &= K_{i+1} e_{i+1}, \quad \sum_i e_i = L^{tot} - l_0 \quad \text{ } \\
\end{align*}
\]

As the system is linear, a standard resolution method can be used. We rely on the bi–conjugate gradient method of the ITL library 15. Our simulation algorithm is shown in Figure 8.

3.2.4. Fracture propagation

To propagate a fracture, we have to determine if the fracture element can break the neighboring strip. Our criterion and direction choice are based on the Inglis observations 14:

- the stress at fracture extremities is proportional to the fracture length–to–width ratio (called Inglis ratio);
- a crack follows the line of maximum strain;
- the iso–strain curves around a fracture are parallel to the fracture edges; (thus fractures tend to interlace rather than to connect)
- imperfections in the material cause angular cracks propagation which can be modeled by a random angular deviation 1. 30.

Propagation criterion: We compare the fracture length–to–width ratio to a threshold. Moreover, we keep a link between the fracture elements across strips in a graph structure that we call the fracture skeleton. This structure allows us to identify each fracture entity.

3.2.4.3. Fracture propagation

To propagate a fracture, we have to determine if the fracture element can break the neighboring strip. Our criterion and direction choice are based on the Inglis observations 14:

- the stress at fracture extremities is proportional to the fracture length–to–width ratio (called Inglis ratio);
- a crack follows the line of maximum strain;
- the iso–strain curves around a fracture are parallel to the fracture edges; (thus fractures tend to interlace rather than to connect)
- imperfections in the material cause angular cracks propagation which can be modeled by a random angular deviation 1. 30.

Propagation criterion: We compare the fracture length–to–width ratio to a threshold. Moreover, we keep a link between the fracture elements across strips in a graph structure that we call the fracture skeleton. This structure allows us to identify each fracture entity.

Propagation direction: we first search for fractures in the neighborhood that may influence the local strain line. We assume the influence of a fracture is proportional to its width — thus the \( f(d) \) in Figure 3 (where \( f \) is a weight function). In our implementation we used the mean fracture width, and we chose a simple threshold test function for \( f \).
This base direction (from zero slope to the nearest fracture slope) is jittered within a user controlled amount in order to tune the angular aspect of the fractures.

### 3.2.5. Fracture opening

The widening of fracture directly depends on the stiffness of its fracture elements. Thus the variation law of the fracture stiffness provides a control of the fracture shape. In nature the resistance to opening is due both to the sticking to the substrate and to the rigidity of the bark material around the fracture end. Since it influences the shape and behavior of fractures, we prefer making the tuning of the $K_f(l_0)$ curve available to the user.

If geometry has to be generated, the textured mesh can be used directly. Otherwise it should be considered as a two dimensional (2D) mesh in the textural space associated to the tree, and used to generate a 2D map.

![Figure 10: Some results of bark simulation using various parameters.](image)

**Figure 10:** Some results of bark simulation using various parameters.

### 3.3. Dressing the Model with Details

Once the location and width of fracture elements is computed by the simulator, this raw data has to be turned into appearance information. That is, we need to texture a surface as shown in Figure 11 (the steps are shown in Figure 12). We rely on existing texture samples to cover the fracture and epidermal surfaces. The epidermal texture must not contain large scale fractures, since our model will generate it. However the texture can contain as much detail as needed to improve the visual quality of resulting bark.

![Figure 11: From left to right: user provided texture samples for epidermis and fracture; the raw data to be texture produced by the fracture simulator the final bark.](image)

**Figure 11:** From left to right: user provided texture samples for epidermis and fracture; the raw data to be texture produced by the fracture simulator the final bark. Right: The same simulation textures using other texture samples.

The final step will depend on whether the user wants geometry or texture to represent the bark. In both cases, we first need to:
- reconstruct smooth fracture silhouettes from the discreet data;
- produce a mesh which embeds these silhouettes;
- map the user textures onto the epidermal and fracture regions of the mesh;
- optionally, determine and store the relief information.

If geometry has to be generated, the textured mesh can be used directly. Otherwise it should be considered as a two dimensional (2D) mesh in the textural space associated to the tree, and used to generate a 2D map.

![Figure 12: From left to right: raw data; fracture silhouettes reconstruction; meshing; meshing with depth information; and generated geometry.](image)

**Figure 12:** From left to right: raw data; fracture silhouettes reconstruction; meshing; meshing with depth information; and generated geometry.

**Fracture silhouette construction:** It is easy to produce a polygonal contour from the fracture skeleton. The only real problem is to handle correctly the case of fracture connection.

**Meshing the fractured bark:** The problem is to produce a mesh embedding the fracture silhouettes. In our implementation, we relied on the Triangle library which efficiently creates a constrained Delaunay triangulation.

**Texturing** We have to map the epidermal and fracture texture samples onto this mesh. We stored in each fracture element on strips the coordinate where it appeared in the epidermis. This allows us to map the epidermis outside the fractures. The mapping of the inside depends on the mode of opening. The appearance of new material can occurs on the fracture axis, on one side, or both (see Figure 13).

![Figure 13: Various modes of fracture opening.](image)

**Figure 13:** Various modes of fracture opening.

**Relief information:** Besides the bump or displacement information that may be embedded in the sampled textures provided by the user, we have to take the fracture depth into account. This might be wanted by the user even if he required a texture for result, since this depth can be encoded as a bump or displacement map. We compute the depth according to a normalized depth profile provided by the user (see Figure 14). It is evaluated on extra lines that we incorporate in the mesh, corresponding to depth isovalues (shown in Figure 12.4).
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4. Results for flat bark

All the presented results but the Figure 9 and the 5th image of Figure 10 were produced without the use of a weakness map and without any intervention of the user during the simulation. After setting the initial parameters, the simulation had run automatically. Despite our model allows the tuning of the opening $K_f (l_0)$ curve, in practice we used a constant $K_f$ for all fracture elements. Figure 9 was produced using a previous simulation as a weakness map. The 5th image of Figure 10 was created using interactive picking during the simulation to trigger fractures on the growing surface.

Some results of the simulation stage are shown in Figure 10 with varying stiffness and threshold parameters. Figure 17 shows the texturing of brittle fractures. Figure 15 illustrates that our bark model compares well with real images. The important point is that the appearance of tears and their distribution are equivalent to the original.

Figure 16 shows that different instances can be produced with the same tunings, which allows us to generate a forest composed of different trees. Conversely, it is easy to produce tileable bark samples by adding cycling boundary conditions.

Figure 18 presents an animation of the fracture propagation during the growth of the tree. The simulations presented on this page are interactive (a few steps per second). In practice, the calculation time varies linearly with the total number of elements (i.e. it is proportional to the number of strips times the average number of fractures per strip). The computation time for the dressing stage is linear for fracture silhouette construction and $O(n \log(n))$ for Delaunay triangulation. In practice, computing the texture of a bark with hundreds of elements takes less than one second. Our texturing algorithm can produce textured polygons, a bump map texture, or a colored texture. Rendering can be done using today’s hardware. The bark is computed only once, after which the tree can be rendered in real time from any viewpoint, be it distant or close.

Our model can generate bark patterns semi–automatically. However, it suffers from the same flaws as the usual texture mapping approaches (i.e. discontinuities and scaling issues). The next section presents an extended model, that solve these problems by growing fractures directly on the tree surface.
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5. Extended Model: Mappable Bark

We presented in Section 3 the base ingredients of our bark model: the strip system; the fracture system; and the texturing principle. This produces the convincing simulation of samples of bark shown in Section 4. To handle bark that really grows on a tree (which we call *mapped bark* despite the fact that it is not the simple mapping of a flat tile) we have to take new constraints into account:

- cyclic strips;
- attachment of the bark to the substrate;
- strips of varying width and length;
- branchings.

Handling deformed strips is necessary because trunk and branches are potentially general cylinders: their axis is curved, their radius varies longitudinally and also possibly around the circumference. Moreover we want to allow heterogeneous growing of the tree, which corresponds to a dilatation field varying along the axis and around the circumference.

The addition of an attachment property is needed. Otherwise, a degree of freedom remains due to the rotational symmetry. However, we define the attachment property precisely since it provides control over the locality of fractures: If an area grows more than the neighborhood (e.g. for the bulges due to the starting of main roots on the base of the trunk), fractures are more likely to occur in the close vicinity rather than all around the circumference.

We deal with the attachment on cyclical strips in Section 5.1. We explain how we handle the mapping in Section 5.2. We treat the consequences of the mapping on fracture simulation in Section 5.3 and on the texturing in Section 5.4. Final results are shown in Section 6.

5.1. Handling the Attachment to the Substrate

The bark segments must remain rigid while the substrate grows smoothly, so the bark surface grows mainly by facturing. Since the bark is ‘glued’ on the substrate, this is not sufficient to totally release the tension: Each unfractured bark segment sticks on a piece of substrate that has grown. This has consequences on the location of the segment (which tries to minimize the strain) and on the predominance of fractures (the higher the tension the more likely fractures are to appear). This gluing force can be modeled by “zero rest–length” springs attaching each bark location to the corresponding location on the substrate (see Figure 19): Their length is zero at the beginning of each time step (since the material is elastic at long term), so they yield a $K_{d} e_{d}$ resisting force if the dilatation causes a displacement of $e_{d}$. $K_{d}$ is a parameter characterizing the attachment strength of the tree species, and controls the locality of fractures (in particular when the dilatation is not homogeneous).

Another issue is the evolution of the parameterization in time. Several possibilities occurs:

- The growing of the tree is handled by the application. The new shape is obtained from the shape at the previous time step using some user controllable growth law. So the law linking the parameterizations of a given strip through time is known.

- The tree shape is given at various time steps. Each shape can be parameterized with curvilinear coordinates. We can get the law linking the parameterizations by choosing an *a priori* projection between the shapes at two time steps. We have tested radial projection and normal projection. The latter is more natural but it suffers from the discrete calculation of normals on general cylinders using curvilinear parameterization (moreover, it is expensive), so we preferred the radial projection.

- The user is not interested in the animation of the growing tree. He simply wants to texture a given tree with bark. Then it is reasonably equivalent (and much

5.2. Mapping Fractures on a Tree

In this paper we assume that the tree geometry is provided by the user (e.g. it may come from specialized tools\(^{38}\)). In our implementation we generate the tree using generalized cylinders: trunk and branches are defined using a spline axis and a cylindrical radius function (user controlled at key positions). Whether the shape is given or generated, it is possible to compute a curvilinear parameterization on generalized cylinder shapes. Thus we assume the curvilinear parameterization is available for the trunk and each branch. (Note that we only need to account for the main branches since the epidermis of small branches is not fractured.)

The system to be solved for a strip is now:

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall i, \quad & -K_{i} e_{i} + K_{i+1} e_{i+1} + K_{d} e_{d} = 0 \\
\text{that we rewrite as:} \\
& -K_{i}(x_{i} - x_{i-1} - l_{0}^{i}) + K_{i+1}(x_{i+1} - x_{i} - l_{0}^{i+1}) + K_{d}(x_{i} - a_{i}) = 0
\end{align*}
\]

where $x_{i-1}$ and $x_{i}$ are the curvilinear bounds of the $i$th segment and $a_{i}$ is the curvilinear location on the substrate of the bark vertex $x_{i}$. Once the equilibrium is obtained, we reset $a_{i}$ location to $x_{i}$ in order to simulate the long–term plasticity.

![Figure 19: Our mechanical model with attachment to the substrate.](image)
more simple) to cover this tree with fractureless epidermis and then simulate the shrinking of the epidermis. We rely on a user-controllable shrinking law which is the reciprocal of the one mentioned above. However we only need the amount of shrinking along the strip; the displacement in space is useless.

The two first cases are interesting when one wants to visualize the continuous growth of a tree, such as for botanical simulation or special effects. This latter case is probably the most useful and the easiest to define in terms of user interaction. Note that despite the fact that our method does not handle the tree growth itself, it still generates continuous animation of fractures in time.

We assume from above that the mapping of strips along the tree and possibly through time is defined. Dealing with the consequences of the fracture simulation is the object of the next section.

5.3. Adapting the Fracture Simulation

Two aspects of the fracture simulation are affected by the mapping:

- the mechanical properties in distorted strips
- the propagation of fractures through strips, in particular at branchings.

These are the object of the two following paragraphs.

Adapting the strips material

As stated in Section 5, since the strips correspond to slices of trunk or branches that are potentially generalized cylinders, their width and length may vary (e.g. the strip length decreases with height and the strip width is smaller on the concave side of curved branches). This strip length variation is handled by parameterizing the strip using curvilinear coordinates. In that way, solving the strip equilibrium is done using the real lengths. The strip width variation is accounted for by adapting the $K_i$ stiffness coefficient of bark segments on strip; We extend the expression in Section 3.2.2 by stating that an element of rest length $l_0$ and width $w$ made of a material of stiffness $R$ shows a global stiffness $K = \frac{R}{w}$.

Adapting the propagation of fracture through strips

We consider that each strip is parameterized independently and that a law connecting the parameterization of two adjacent strips is known. The best formal solution is to connect via the space coordinates: The fracture end on a strip is converted from curvilinear coordinates to space coordinates; then it is converted back to obtain the entry location in the next strip (see Figure 20). This formal definition can be optimized at implementation by relying on the global curvilinear parameterization of the generalized cylinder. However it has the advantage of being a universal connection definition ensuring spatial continuity. In particular, it allows the propagation of fractures from one object to another if an intersection exists, which provides an easy way of handling continuity of fractures at branchings. In our implementation we use the simplified conversion between adjacent strips along a branch and we use the formal solution at branchings: If an intersection with a branching cylinder is detected, we stop the fracture propagation on the main branch and we determine the strip and location of the propagation starting point on the child branch (see Figure 20, right).

5.4. Mappable Dressing

As stated in section 3.3, once the fracturing of each strip is known, the problem is to reconstruct smooth fractures silhouettes and to texture the epidermis and the fracture areas with details. The technique is illustrated in Figure 21.

Fracture shape construction

This step depends upon whether a bark mesh or a bark texture is wanted by the user:

In the first case, the location and width of fracture segments can be converted to space coordinates and a mesh or a spline can be reconstructed on the surface of the generalized cylinder. Finally, the mesh of the tree is enriched with the geometry of fractures.

In the second case, we assume that the $UV$ mapping of each generalized cylinder to be used for texturing is known (i.e. the user only wants us to compute the maps, and we should avoid distortion and discontinuity by painting correctly the content of each separate map). If no such mapping is available, it is easy to recover a parameterization of generalized cylinders.

By converting from strip curvilinear coordinates to $UV$ coordinates we can reconstruct a smooth fracture shape in texture space, much like for the flat bark base model. Once it is textured with details as explained in the next paragraph, we render this 2D geometry using OPENGL and we store the image to obtain the resulting bark texture.
Texturing fractures and epidermis

The user provides an unfractured epidermal texture and a texture sample of the inside of a fracture. The epidermal texture can be defined by any classical means, depending upon the desired quality. For example, the texture can be painted on the whole tree or can be a simple tilable sample. The point is that the epidermal texture is quite homogeneous. Thus, low resolution, distortions, and discontinuities are not an issue: Our key hypothesis is that the dominant visible feature of bark is the fractures.

Let $UV_0$ be the provided mapping of the epidermis. If we are in the case for which the tree growing is simulated then the situation is similar to Section 3.3: The $UV_0$ coordinates are stored at the edge of fracture segments when a bark segment breaks.

If the shrinking of the epidermis is simulated instead then we have to recover the $UV_0$ coordinates corresponding to a given break location. The $UV_0$ mapping is in bijection with the curvilinear coordinate on the unfractured trunk. We can obtain this coordinate from the current curvilinear coordinate by inverting the amount of dilatation between the two time steps, so we can recover the $UV_0$.

6. Results for Mappable Bark

The purpose of the extended model was to avoid the two classical mapping flaws, i.e. the distortion on irregular shapes (e.g. having a varying radius) and the discontinuity at branchings. Figure 22 shows several bark types mapped on irregular shapes. Note how the amount of fracture varies in order to keep a constant bark aspect. Figure 23 illustrates the case of branchings: the fractures propagate between the trunk and the branches. Note that the mesh is simply made of several intersecting parts. As shown on Figure 24 our model
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**Figure 21:** 1: The $UV_0$ coordinates are sampled at segment fractures. 2: The reconstruction and texturing in 3D. 3: The reconstruction and texturing in a texture map UV.

**Texturing fractures and epidermis**

The user provides an unfractured epidermal texture and a texture sample of the inside of a fracture. The epidermal texture can be defined by any classical means, depending upon the desired quality. For example, the texture can be painted on the whole tree or can be a simple tilable sample. The point is that the epidermal texture is quite homogeneous. Thus, low resolution, distortions, and discontinuities are not an issue: Our key hypothesis is that the dominant visible feature of bark is the fractures.

Let $UV_0$ be the provided mapping of the epidermis. If we are in the case for which the tree growing is simulated then the situation is similar to Section 3.3: The $UV_0$ coordinates are stored at the edge of fracture segments when a bark segment breaks.

If the shrinking of the epidermis is simulated instead then we have to recover the $UV_0$ coordinates corresponding to a given break location. The $UV_0$ mapping is in bijection with the curvilinear coordinate on the unfractured trunk. We can obtain this coordinate from the current curvilinear coordinate by inverting the amount of dilatation between the two time steps, so we can recover the $UV_0$.

6. Results for Mappable Bark

The purpose of the extended model was to avoid the two classical mapping flaws, i.e. the distortion on irregular shapes (e.g. having a varying radius) and the discontinuity at branchings. Figure 22 shows several bark types mapped on irregular shapes. Note how the amount of fracture varies in order to keep a constant bark aspect. Figure 23 illustrates the case of branchings: the fractures propagate between the trunk and the branches. Note that the mesh is simply made of several intersecting parts. As shown on Figure 24 our model
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**Figure 22:** Mappable bark simulated on generalized cylinders. a) Different fracture shapes and density. b) Constant fracture density along the trunk (despite the varying radius and the irregular section). c) Constant epidermis circumference along the trunk.

![Figure 23:](image)

**Figure 23:** Dealing with branchings: the fractures propagate from one texture to the other through the branch-trunk intersection. Left: The mesh of the tree model, corresponding to a set of independent intersecting generalized cylinders. Middle: The strips used on the two components. Right: Resulting bark textures.

![Figure 24:](image)

**Figure 24:** Complex branching situations: the propagation through intersections works relatively well even in the case of sharp angles and multiple intersections (though such continuity is not expected to occur in nature, and might fail in some cases).
works reasonably well even in complex situations. However, it is possible to create arbitrary ill conditioned cases, while in such situation the nature itself do not provide continuity of features (e.g. on the sharp side of branchings). Note that the continuity would look even better if the underlying geometry itself was continuous at the branching.

For all these images, we relied on the generation of a bark texture including color and bump maps, and we used the shrinking strategy. The texture samples used for the dressing are the same as for the examples of Section 3 and 4. For Figure 23 we used 133 strips. The computation time was 49 s on a PentiumIII 900MHz to simulate the fractures and was 11 s to generate the two textures (one for the trunk and one for the branch). For Figure 24 we used 225 strips. The computation time was 341 s to simulate the fractures and 37 s to generate the 5 textures. Once the texture are generated, the rendering is real time including the bump-mapping (we used a GeForce graphics board).

7. Discussion and future work

We have presented a model of bark generation that simulates convincingly and efficiently the fracture of the epidermis during the tree growing. The user controls material parameters that are closely linked to appearance, such as the density of fracture, the fracture shape, the locality, jittering, and so on (for a list of these parameters, see Figure 3). Moreover, the user can interact with the bark during the simulation: for example, by triggering fractures at given locations. We have extended this model so that it can be mapped without distortion onto tree shapes and can take branchings into account. The propagation through intersecting surfaces works reasonably well, even in complex cases. It might fail in some ill conditioned cases, but it is correct on places where continuity is expected in nature (i.e. large branching angles, on the bottom side). This model is targeted to handle time continuity during tree growth. However, it can also be used on non-growing trees by shrinking the epidermis instead of growing the tree.

This model only addresses the family of fracture–based bark. However, this is justified by the fact that this type of bark is widespread and common, and cannot be handled by previous methods. The model can easily be modified to handle bark types having horizontal fractures. Note that our model produces realistic renderings from close viewpoints, a feature which is lacking in most CG applications showing trees. Moreover if a texture is generated the model handles far viewpoints as efficiently as current raw approaches.

Our model can generate either 3D bark mesh or 2D bark texture, both of which have been illustrated in this paper. Once we have generated a bark texture, today’s accelerated hardware can be used to render the tree without any loss of performance.

The model generates the shape of tears and fractures, and ‘dress’ them with two user provided texture samples (i.e. it does not handle the generation of details). Actually, producing these maps is not a difficult task for skilled artists, who are used to this kind of work. Moreover, the visual aspect of our barks could be improved by jittering the border curve of the tears, adding lichens, and other features that do not have an impact on the growth simulation.

We are currently working on new texturing methods in order to handle other bark types, other visual features, and more natural continuity. For instance we would like to rely on recursivity to generate the bark details (i.e. micro-fractures as seen on Figure 9) instead of requiring two texture samples to dress the fractures. Moreover, various dressing features which do not influence the fracture growing should be introduced, such as rough surface aspect and lichen. Concerning “natural continuity”, real bark appear to be only partly continuous, showing an hyperbolic fold on the sharp side of branchings. This kind of natural behavior should be introduced in our bark simulation in order to better approach the natural look.
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